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About This Game

Data mining 0 - casual minimalist puzzle in which you have to collect all the files that are not corrupted to exit the closed circle.
The player's goal is to collect all data files, avoiding obstacles and traps, after which the previously closed pass will open to pass

the level.

In Data mining 0:
- 50 levels

- Explosions
- Traps

- Portals
- Decelerators
- Accelerators
- Minimal art

- Cool Soundtrack
- Achievements
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Into Oblivion - Steam Demo Hotfix And Itch.io Release:
Hey, anonymous alcoholics! Today we are pushing a small patch to the Steam demo that fixes some CTD issues. And on a
related (Steam) note, we will be issuing the full game's first update post release early next week.

But more exciting than that, today we are releasing the Itch.io demo! It has all the same features and missing content that the
Steam demo has. The only real difference is the game will refer to you as “Demo Player” as it has no way of acquiring your
name. No big deal, right? This version will also save your stats and achievements in case you want to get the full version down
the road.

Give it a try and drink those random bots to death in Tutorial mode!. Patch Notes 1.1:
The first major Fly Flew Flown update is here! It mostly contains changes to the UI of the game and a few notable additions
such as controller support.

First of all, we would like to apologize for not including controller support at launch. While adding it, we also took our time to
change and add much needed things.

The biggest changes are to the UI of the game. Picking up power ups is now giving more feedback to the player. We also
adjusted the UI during flight to make it simpler. Crashing is a big part of Fly Flew Flown, so now it feels more like crashing
with the new death screen. One of the most notable changes is the new menu layout. Now your vehicle and its skin are with you
on every part of the main menu. Speaking of vehicles, with the adjustments to their attributes, now each of them feels unique.

On top of these, there are several additions to the game. Alongside with controller support, we added new shapes to the
procedural generation. Ring and pyramid shapes bring so much variation to the gameplay. One of the most important changes,
for us, is the new camera movement during flight. Now camera feels much more responsive to movement with this update.
Also, we added the ability to go back on menus with the ESC button.

There are many more things we changed and added with this update. Here is the full list:

Additions:. Steam Winter Sales!:
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40 % on “Hack the Core”!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/918140/

50 % on every other story-game, except “Hir Corruption”, since the release was near December.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/904940/Les_4_Alice_Lorange_Journey/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/918120/ALAN_Rift_Breakers/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/918130/EntreDeux_Cursed/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/940130/Red_and_Blue__Cycles_of_Existence/

You can also check the bundles for a deeper discount. They may not be available to every country.

https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/8181/All_Mia_Games_Bundle/
https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/8219/All_Mia_Games_For_Gifts/

Happy Holidays!. Project Maze News:
Good news! After some investigations i fixed performance issue.
(boost was from 80-120 fps with critical drops to >200-320 fps without critical drops at my PC). So now wich calm heart i'm
gonna finish multiplayer maze (make cute starter points with auto doors  ) and fix all interface issues.

I'll try to push update before lunar sale (yes, i put discount -50% again).

Oh yes, i'm planning to take buld at my old laptop (spec=min on store page) and look at performance.. Patch X.26.0.0 - Lost
Halls Rework, Guild features and other changes!:

Hey everyone Krathan here!

Guild tab is going live as the first item on the Roadmap, we're excited about it and looking forward to your feedback on it. The
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Friends list and Guild List are now combined under the "Social" UI and bring a set of quality of life features targeted at social
interactions in the game.

The long-awaited Lost Halls rework is also finally here!

Also, we would like to make it clear that we're taking stalking, harassing and griefing other players seriously and have made
some behind the scenes changes in order to prevent such behaviors. We will continue to do so.

As always, there are a bunch of new fixes. Plus, Thessal and her Coral Gifts have received the HP scaling treatment!

Now, onto the patch notes.

New. The Factory & Into The Dark- New Screenshots:
As the story unravels, more and more it's revealed of Black The Fall's distopyan world.

The story begins as Black finds the opportunity to escape from the factory and try to run away from the oppressive system.
Below are some sneak-peek images of this breaking-out-of-the-factory odyssey.

This is where it all begins...

The world is uncovered through the breaking glass...
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The voice of the Party must go far, they said...

The story of a flag...
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A factory dormitory

Where propaganda is made...
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Man against machine

Behind the bars...
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For more updates you can:

 read our blog[www.blackthefall.com]

 Like us on Facebook[www.facebook.com]

 Follow us on Twitter

 Subscribe to our newsletter[eepurl.com] (we only send major announcements on email).

. Bug Fix - Key Binding:
A bug that was causing some keys not to bind properly has been fixed.. Dog Barley-Break is released!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/970390/Dog_BarleyBreak/
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